Drive greater litigation efficiency and better outcomes with the LexisNexis® Case Analysis and Presentation Suite

From intake through discovery and trial presentation, each case brings the complex challenge of managing and analyzing facts, people, issues, and evidence. With information and insight coming from a variety of sources, how can you fine-tune your strategy and simplify case management?

“CaseMap® brings order to the chaos of facts in a case. It keeps the critical facts at my fingertips. And CaseMap provides clients with ready access to those facts.”

—Gail E. Lees, Esq.
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
The integrated CaseMap® suite along with Sanction® litigation presentation software gives you tools to help focus and streamline your workflow:

- CaseMap® case analysis software
- CaseMap® DocManager feature
- TextMap® transcript management software
- TimeMap® timeline graphing tool
- Sanction® litigation presentation software

CaseMap: Organize, analyze and communicate case facts and issues with ease, speed and confidence.

Be sure your team has a centralized place to manage and share information. Without this type of cohesive approach, you run the risk of reducing efficiency and missing key insights.

CaseMap case analysis software helps you achieve optimal case outcomes faster.

- Benefit from an easy-to-use, modern interface. The CaseMap ribbon displays your favorite features at the top, and descriptive hints help you along.

- Capture and organize facts, documents, persons, evidence issues and legal research relevant to your case in a centralized repository, and keep vital information at your fingertips.

- Gather critical information directly from PDFs, Concordance® software, Microsoft® Word, lexis.com®, Lexis Advance® and more. Send it to CaseMap while maintaining a record and the ability to link back to each resource where the information originated.

- Organize witness lists, a master-fact chronology and document indices, plus privilege logs, deposition summaries and case issues you’re trying to prove.

- Tie together the facts, issues and evidence—see connections you might otherwise miss.

- Compile this knowledge into polished reports for better case communication.

- Share case research and insight across offices, as well as with co-counsel and clients for stronger collaboration.

- Increase efficiency so you can take on more cases without sacrificing client service.

With CaseMap software you can easily organize, analyze and communicate critical case information.
The latest versions of CaseMap enable you to assemble your case and:

- **Search your entire case** including spreadsheets and documents
- **Create advanced reports** with key document links right in the reports for quick access
- **Import multiple files** and folders in one step
- **Make text within images searchable** using optical character recognition (OCR) and even perform this task with multiple images
- **Streamline your workflow** by taking advantage of Microsoft integration and optional collaboration tools.

In the course of organizing your case, you can add files to specific fields in CaseMap spreadsheets. Then you can easily embed those linked documents in PDF ReportBooks. This makes it easier to prepare thoroughly for presentations during arbitration and trial.

“CaseMap enables the entire litigation team to organize case information, pull out important facts and share the information with the entire team so everyone can get up to speed quickly.”

—Julianne Pinter, of counsel
Ford & Harrison LLP

CaseMap® DocManager feature:

This feature gives you even more control over your case information. With a near-native viewer that supports most standard file types used in litigation, CaseMap DocManager provides a single interface where you can view, annotate, hit-highlight, Bates stamp, batch print and batch convert files to PDF and TIFF.

- **View documents, including spreadsheets, in a split-screen view** so you can more easily find and compare documents, highlight and annotate important passages and incorporate comments.
- **Highlight and annotate important passages** and send comments to case spreadsheets for future follow up.
- **Use hit-highlighting** to identify exactly where a search phrase appears within each document.
- **Navigate and annotate your documents**—and link them to facts—without leaving the document view.
When you run a search in CaseMap, linked document search hits are highlighted in DocManager, allowing for easier content review and navigation between search hits.

You can easily annotate any document using CaseMap DocManager.

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

It pains me greatly to write a letter like this to you. Recently our business sales volumes have declined. We must reduce operating expenses in the best interests of our shareholders. We have conducted an extensive review of our operations and have fairly judged the duties of all managerial employees.

As a consequence of that review, unfortunately your position has been eliminated. Therefore, effective November 15, 2005 you will no longer be employed by Anstar Biotech Industries.

TextMap: Easily find the testimony you need to make your case.

TextMap transcript management software creates a searchable database of your electronic transcripts. Just upload a transcript, and you can easily search, summarize, annotate, issue-code and attach notes to important passages of your case testimony. Gain these advantages:

- **Uncover strengths and weaknesses** of testimony and summarize transcripts more quickly
- **Share transcripts securely** across your wide-area network when you choose Microsoft SQL database support
- **Save money** ... TextMap comes at a fraction of the cost of other transcript management tools

TextMap software enables you to produce a variety of practical, polished reports and generate a single index covering multiple transcripts. You can also gain efficiency and impact in the courtroom with easy exhibit linking and synchronized video.

The latest version of TextMap includes full-text searching of transcripts, annotations and exhibits; 85% faster indexing of databases with 1,000 transcripts or more; customizable search reports; double the transcript capacity; and convenient tools for organizing exhibits by transcript, as well as transcript lists by assigned group.
Take advantage of full-text searching (see right panel in the image on the right) and more convenient ways to organize your work with TextMap.

You can enjoy transcript review on the go with the LexisNexis® TextMap® app for iPad®.

Review from home. Revise on the road. Work from anywhere, anytime. Your work product is as mobile as you are with the TextMap app for iPad, available from the App StoreSM.

**TimeMap: Transform case facts into high-quality visual timelines in seconds.**

TimeMap® timeline graphing tool quickly transforms litigation details into polished visual timelines to help your litigation team, witnesses, clients, the judge, jurors and other key players understand the sequence of events in a case. Just add your case facts to a simple spreadsheet and let the TimeMap tool do the rest, including organizing text, sizing pictures and applying colors, fonts and much more. No graphic expertise required!

You can create a variety of work product—practical timelines for client meetings and depositions, as well as courtroom exhibits and graphics for court filings and court documents.

Add customized graphics and photos inside or outside your fact and text boxes to create memorable timelines.

“TimeMap makes it so easy to create timelines that you will actually start to look for other ways to use timelines.”

—Dennis Kennedy, Esq.
Attorney and Legal Technology Consultant
Sanction: Be confident in your legal presentations.
Sanction® litigation presentation software helps you organize evidence throughout the life of a case and create polished visuals, along with other materials you can present with confidence.

Deliver visual and audio impact:

- **Quickly pull up exhibits** and annotate, highlight and zoom in on them in real time
- **Play video or audio recordings** while displaying relevant documents, images, timelines or animations; you can also play video testimony synchronized with deposition transcripts
- **Layer and peel away images** such as medical illustrations and crime-scene re-creations

With Sanction, everything you need to create clear, compelling presentations is always on your laptop.

“Sanction worked flawlessly at trial and allowed us to tell a story to the jurors that we felt was memorable, persuasive and most favorable for our client.”

—Steven Feldman, partner Herrick, Feinstein LLP

It all works together: CaseMap, TextMap, TimeMap and Sanction software.
Integration between CaseMap, TextMap, TimeMap and Sanction software helps you perform critical assessment of all facts, issues and case law. For example:

- **Send CaseMap issue outlines** to TextMap and maintain the outline hierarchy
- **Include linked CaseMap facts** when you generate TextMap reports
- **Share linked documents and exhibits** between CaseMap and TextMap
- **Annotate a transcript** and send it as a fact into CaseMap for analysis in the context of other case facts
- **Send deposition facts** to CaseMap
- **Achieve quick, effective timeline graphing** by sending key passages and depositions to TimeMap software
- **Easily send timelines** to CaseMap or Sanction software
- **Send documents** from CaseMap to Sanction software to use in presentations
- **Transfer transcripts and video annotations** from TextMap to Sanction for presentation

Find out more about our full case analysis and presentation software suite at [www.lexisnexis.com/casemap](http://www.lexisnexis.com/casemap).